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Discover the key to unlocking your
business's full marketing potential with

The Ultimate Ideal Client Checklist

http://attractsellnurture.com/


Unlock the true potential of your business by identifying and
attracting your ideal clients.

This actionable checklist will guide you through the process of
creating an Ideal Client Profile (ICP) that helps you target the
right audience and increase your sales.

Follow the steps outlined below, and don't forget to watch our
free training for even more insights.

Identify Your Core Values and Mission

Define Basic Demographics

Conduct Market Research

Create a Detailed Ideal Client Profile

Align Your Offerings With Your ICP

Craft Compelling Messaging

Utilise Targeted Marketing Strategies

Monitor and Adjust Your Strategy

Repel Bad-Fit Clients

Continuously Learn and Evolve
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Write down your core values and mission statement
Reflect on how your values align with your target audience

Identify age, gender, location, income level, and education of
your target audience
Research competitors to understand their demographics

Use surveys, focus groups, and interviews to gather
information on your target audience
Analyse data and identify trends or patterns

Combine demographics and market research to develop a
comprehensive ICP
Include goals, pain points, and preferred communication
channels

Evaluate your products/services to ensure they address your
ICP's needs
Modify your offerings as necessary to better serve your ideal
clients

Identify Your Core Values and Mission

Define Basic Demographics

Conduct Market Research

Create a Detailed Ideal Client Profile

Align Your Offerings With Your ICP
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Develop marketing copy that speaks directly to your ICP's
pain points and goals
Utilise storytelling to connect on a deeper level

Implement marketing tactics that resonate with your ideal
clients
Focus on channels and platforms frequented by your ICP

Track your results to measure success
Adjust your strategy based on data and feedback

Make it clear who your services are for and who they are not
for
Set boundaries and be selective with client intake

Stay informed on industry trends and changes in your target
market
Update your ICP and strategies as needed

Craft Compelling Messaging

Utilise Targeted Marketing Strategies

Monitor and Adjust Your Strategy

Repel Bad-Fit Clients

Continuously Learn and Evolve
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As simple and powerful as this strategy may be, the most
important thing you need to understand is that your lead
qualification strategy is only a small part of an effective
marketing strategy.

If you want to get crystal clear on the EXACT STEPS you should
be taking right now to increase your leads and revenue...go to:
attractsellnurture.com/free-marketing-training and watch my
free client attraction training.

FREE MARKETING & SELLING TRAINING
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